
Chapter 401 

The brilliant club has 15 floors. 

Except for the lobby on the first floor, the other fourteen floors are used as entertainment venues. 

Among them, below the tenth floor are boxes of different sizes and styles. Even the boxes of ordinary 

members are extremely luxurious, not to mention the high-level VIP boxes, which are simply an 

emperor’s enjoyment. 

As for the tenth floor and above, there are swimming pools, sky gardens, fitness and entertainment 

facilities. 

Among them, the top fifteen floors are the most luxurious. 

On the fifteenth floor, Charlie just got out of the elevator, and immediately saw the luxury of the 

surroundings. 

It’s a palace-like splendor, everything is extremely luxurious and elegant, and basically nothing can be 

faulted. 

Warnia walked beside Charlie and introduced, saying, “Mr. Wade, this floor is the most luxurious floor in 

the entire glorious club. It is also equipped with a semi-outdoor infinity pool, presidential suite, private 

dining room, and even if you want to listen to music A small concert can be held here. If you like a 

singer, you can ask him to come over and sing for you on the 15th floor.” 

With that, Warnia hurriedly said: “By the way, a very famous girl group is coming to Aurous Hill for a 

concert recently. One of their members has been very popular recently and is named koi girl. The 

other’s economic company happens to be Our Song family invested, if you are interested in can be 

arranged, 

Charlie smiled lightly, waved his hand and said: “Forget it, I don’t like the entertainment industry too 

much.” 

Warnia nodded and said, “The entertainment industry is really messed up. If you like more powerful 

players, I can also help you invite some top singers over and sing for you alone.” 

Charlie smiled and said, “If I have this need, I will tell you.” 

“Okay.” Warnia smiled and said: “In short, Mr. Wade must not be polite to Warnia. If you have any 

needs, you can tell me that I will do its best to satisfy you.” 

When she said this, Warnia’s face was reddened. This arrogant and indifferent eldest lady was rarely 

ashamed in front of a man. 

In fact, Warnia has always remembered the teachings of her grandpa. 

To find a way, to recruite him as the Song Family’s son-in-law. 

Moreover, she herself also likes Charlie, a man who has strength and ability, but is very low-key, and she 

has long been fond of Charlie. 



Therefore, these words are not only a heartfelt expression to Charlie, but also a vague expression of 

love. 

It’s just that Charlie didn’t taste the deeper meaning, but smiled slightly, thanked Warnia’s respect, and 

said: “From a glance, the Feng Shui here is still very good. At that time, I considered the issue of Feng 

Shui. However, it is required to be careful about it. Therefore, I have to look at each level, otherwise I 

may not be able to see it.” 

After speaking, Charlie said calmly: “Let’s do it, you go ahead and I will just go around.” 

Warnia hurriedly said, “Mr. Wade, I will stay with you!” 

Charlie smiled and said: “No, no, you need to be calm to see Feng Shui more thoroughly. I’ll go and 

watch it alone. Just wait for me here.” 

Warnia didn’t insist on accompanying him anymore, and respectfully said: “Mr. Wade has any needs, 

just call me directly.” 

Charlie nodded slightly to Warnia, did not speak, and walked into the elevator. 

…… 

Charlie went down from the fifteenth floor and took the elevator floor by floor to look over. 

Look at it layer by layer, and finally he reach the only second layer that he hasn’t seen. 

Looking at it all day, Charlie felt that the brilliant clubhouse can be said that the decoration of each floor 

is very luxurious, and the designer’s intentions can be seen. 

However, the feng shui here can only be regarded as quite satisfactory. 
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Brilliant Feng Shui does have a certain degree of exquisiteness, but in Charlie’s view, there is nothing 

very profound and unique. 

Ordinary people may think that Feng Shui here is very good, but in his opinion, the Feng Shui here is like 

a glass of boiled water. It has no advantages, no harm, dull and unremarkable. 

But now that Warnia had promised, Charlie didn’t mind making a move, raising the entire glorious Feng 

Shui to the next level. 

He thought to himself that combining the Feng Shui mystery in the Nine Profound Heaven Scriptures, he 

soon had a whole set of ideas. 

At this moment, a woman’s voice suddenly came from behind him. 

“Charlie, why are you Rubbish here?” 

Hearing this, Charlie frowned and turned around, and saw Wendy and a man in a white suit walking 

over. 

The man is no one else but the eldest son of the Wei family, Barena Wei. 



Barena Wei has loved Wendy since he got her from Fredmen. 

He even promised Wendy that she would be a master. 

Wendy was unwilling to be sent around like a plaything at first, but seeing that Barena Wei was really 

sincere to her, she was willing to be his lover. 

From Wendy’s point of view, although the Wei family’s strength is not as good as Fredmen’s Future 

Company Group, it is at least one billion in assets. Compared with the previous Willson family, that is too 

much. 

Therefore, after she approached Barena Wei, she regained her former pride. 

Today the brilliant club opened, Barena Wei specially spent 5 million to buy a senior member 

qualification, and then brought Wendy over to experience it, and meet the world by the way. 

After Wendy entered the glorious clubhouse, she was shocked by the luxury here, and suddenly she had 

the feeling of high society. 

But when she was immersed in this feeling, she suddenly saw Charlie who made her hate him. 

It’s like when eating the Manchu Feast, suddenly saw a fly. 

Disappointment! 

It’s really disappointing! 

She was so disappointed that she just wanted to quickly find a way to get rid of this fly! 

Otherwise, the experience of this full-fledged man will instantly fall into the valley! 

Of course, it is best to swat this fly to death. 

When Barena Wei saw Wendy firing a cannon at a very ordinary guy, he hugged her waist tightly, and 

asked curiously: “Wendy, this is the smelly live-in son-in-law Charlie you said?” 

“It’s him!” Wendy gritted her teeth and looked at Charlie, and said, “This grandson has been a notorious 

waste since he was in college. I didn’t expect that he would still come to the brilliant club!” 

When Barena Wei was lingering with Wendy, he heard Wendy talk about some of the past of the 

Willson family, so he was very impressed with Charlie. 

When he thought that he had just conquered Wendy, in order to make Wendy give up, he naturally 

wanted to give her a lot of help, so Barena Wei looked at Charlie and sneered: “Boy, is the glorious club 

a place where you can come?” 

Charlie’s face became cold, and he asked, “Why can’t I come?” 

“Why can’t you come?” Barena Wei grinned and said, “Because you are not worthy!” 

 


